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VILLA LETO 

 

                                     An all white brand new villa that spans on 3 levels and can accommodate up to 19 guests 
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Villa Leto is ready to host demanding travelers. Its 90 sqm 

heated infinity swimming pool steals all the lights and its 

underwater bar can offer relaxing afternoon moments. The 

total landplot is 2000 sqm, 550 sqm more of built villa and 

450 of decks and outdoor spaces. 

LAYOUT 

On the first floor you will find five rooms in total all en suite, 

air conditioned with a view of the infinitive Aegean Bright 

Blue Sea, huge beds with branded mattresses and sheets. 

 

At the second floor, you will happily face the pool area with 

a large living room decorated with natural unique and 

minimal items from around the world, where there are 

several areas for dinning, relaxing and swimming. 

 

Close to the pool, you find the BBQ area with outdoor 

dining tables, sunbeds and hammocks and many corners 

for isolation during reading or just pure romance. Another 

private bar made of woods and champagnes is located at 

the very same area offering another private corner for 

champagne parties and more. At the top of this area, we 

find another private small deck, ideal for the most 

unexpected photos in front of the sunrise or sunset! 

 

At the third floor you encounter the two last Master rooms 

with independent entrances in the most modern and 

luxurious decoration you have ever seen. Between the two 

rooms there is again a wooden deck with cozy and 

minimal-designed sunbeds and salons with music systems! 

 

 

 

 

FEATURES SERVICES 

Sleeps 19 Airport/port villa transfers 

Tennis Court WiFi and satellite TV  

Air conditioning 24h Concierge Services 

Gym 

 

Helipad 
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Kastro area | 5 min drive to Town | 3 min drive to port | 10 min drive to Airport  
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